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Storm Warning
I Am Kloot

******this work represents the authors own interpretation of the song and should
be used only for 
and private study. so dont sue me or anything*******

song- storm warning
artist- i am kloot
from the album- natural history

tabbed by andrew corey- andrew.corey@upsu.net

chords used-
Am      x02210
C       x32010
F       133211
E       022100
E7      020100

this is an excellent example from critically acclaimed album- natural history.
i am kloot are a mancunian 3piece acoustic band. (theyre from manchester for you
yanks)

intro
------------------
intro is basically picking the base note of each chord and then lightly a few
more
of the chords notes. this follows the same pattern throughout the song, becoming
heavier in parts and strumming in others.the sequence is-

Am-C-F-E/E7 (it varies between E & E7- i just play E7 all the time)

verse
------------------
the intro continues, guitar2 strums lightly the same chords

Am               C               F                     E
Hell for leather, lathered, drunk, you re soused, youre pissed, your sunk,
Am             C           F                 E7
The jukebox now, is drunk, just along the way,
Am              C         F                     E
I had a call last saturday to say id thrown my friends away
Am                  C            F                  E7
Reversed the charges, on em all, i made a lot of calls

chorus
-------------------
(same chords)



(Is there a) storm coming? or are we just another shower?
(Is this a)  storm warning? has someone just cut the power?
(is there a) storm coming? or are we just another shower?
(is there a) storm coming, coming, coming...

second verse lyrics-
-------------------

i would have kept you free from harm, rang the bells or raised alarms,

I would have them all at bay, except i thought i heard you say,

you re the leper boy you cant come in, the monkey god is now your king,

youre out, youre in, youre out, youre in, youre out, youre in, youre out

song structure-

intro
verse1
chorus
verse2
chorus
verse1
chorus
end

this is only my second tab, so dont grill me- any constructive comments,
suggestions or questions to- andrew.corey@upsu.net


